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Most	current	autonomous	mobile	service	robots	are	either	expensive		
commercial	pla4orms	or	custom-manufactured	for	research	environments,		
limi9ng	their	availability.		Current	low-cost	pla4orms	provide	li?le	capability.	
	
Goal:	Design	a	low-cost,	easily	creatable,	open	source	service	robot	pla4orm	
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Low-Cost	Service	Robot	Pla7orm	
	

•  Based	on	TurtleBot	2	to	ease	adop9on	
•  Easily	constructed	from	COTS	and		
3D-fabricated	parts	

•  Designed	to	handle	a	variety	of	indoor		
service	tasks:	deliver/retrieve	objects,		
telepresence,	tour	guide,	informa9on,	etc.	
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Shoulder-height	touchscreen		
•  Nexus	7	(or	other)	tablet	
•  Interac9on/telepresence	
•  Extruded	aluminum	mast	
	
	

Enhanced	computa#on	
•  Intel	NUC	core	i5	or	i7	
•  COTS	external	ba?ery	
•  Approx.	6	hours	of	run9me	
	
	

Improved	percep#on	
•  Hokuyo	LIDAR	
•  Top-mounted	3D	camera	on	

op9onal	pan/9lt	mount	

Es#mated	Cost	
	

Modular	Robo#c	Arm	
	

	•  3D-printed	PLA,	laser-cut	ABS	
•  Dynamixel	servos	

•  Modular	gripper	
•  Arduino	controller	/	ROS	

Parallel	gripper	Compliant	gripper	

Table 2: Low-cost robotic arms, with our DesiArm highlighted in blue. This comparison shows that the DesiArm has a low
cost and weight for the provided degrees of freedom, payload capacity, and capabilities. The arms are considered “human safe”
if they have low weight and/or compliance to impacts.

PhantomX
Reactor DesiArm WidowX

Mark II [Quigley et al.] Dr. Robot
Jaguar

Cyton
Gamma 1500

Universal
Robots UR3 KUKA Youbot

Estimated Cost $550 $850 $1,500 $4,135 $8,750 $12,000 $23,000 $24,200
Degrees of Freedom 6 4 6 7 4 7 6 5
Total weight (Kg) 1.36 0.75 1.33 11.4 10 2 11 7.4
Max Payload (Kg) 0.6 1.4 0.8 2 4 1.5 3 0.5
ROS Compatible yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Manufacturing
material ABS PLA/ABS ABS MDF aluminium ABS aluminium

& plastic aluminium

Modular Design no yes no no no yes yes no
Human Safe yes yes yes yes no yes no no

Figure 4: Mobility of the robotic arm.

provides is a comparison of various robotic arms.
To remedy these issues, we designed and developed the

DesiArm, a low-cost, light-weight, modular robotic manipu-
lator for service robots. It is ROS-compatible, costs approx-
imately $850, and can be mounted on a Turtlebot 2 without
any modifications to the robot. The arm has four degrees of
freedom (including the gripper), and can be easily reproduced
and assembled with minimal skill. Its modularity makes it

easy to switch between different types of end effectors, based
on the task and desired level of dexterity (Figure 5).

5.1 Manufacturing
We designed the arm using laser-cut ABS and 3D-printed
PLA plastic parts. The choice of material was based on low
cost, light weight, and ease of manufacturing, such that any-
one with CAD software could reproduce the parts. We used
the MakerBot Replicator for 3D printing and the Universal
System PLS6 150D machine for laser cutting ABS. We used
four Dynamixel servo-motors as actuators: the MX-106 for
the shoulder lift, a RX-28 for the elbow roll, and two AX-12
servos for the wrist lift and the gripper. The total cost of the
DesiArm is approximately $850 USD.

5.2 Modularity
Robotic manipulation often involves applications in which
specialized end effectors are required. For simple pick-and-
place applications, a parallel-jaw gripper can be effective,
whereas for more advanced grasping or secure enveloping of
an object, we might use a compliant gripper with more de-
grees of freedom. Some the robotic arms in Table 2 have
their modularity limited to certain configurations, such as the
use of less servos in the arm, but none of them allows for a
quick change of end effector for various manipulation tasks.

In contrast, the DesiArm allows different grippers (Fig-
ure 5) to be attached to its wrist via a simple mounting plate
(which is designed specifically for each end effector to match
with the arm). For precise manipulation, a camera could also
be easily integrated into the gripper (note that grippers in Fig-
ure 5 do not include cameras). We have not added sensing or
haptic capabilities for the basic end effectors, assuming those
can be easily adapted to it depending on the task.

5.3 Arm Control System
We use the Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller to control
the DesiArm, since its open-source nature makes it easy to
acquire, program, and replicate. The servos receive com-
mand signals from the Arduino and it has external circuitry

For	More	Informa#on	
	

h?p://www.seas.upenn.edu/~eeaton/projects/servicerobot/	

Varia#ons	on	the	Pla7orm	
	
	
	

•  Developed	by	students	in	
CIS	700	at	Penn	in	Fall	2015	

•  Robots	B	&	C	include	an	
elevator	for	the	arm	

•  Example	projects:		
- wai9ng	tables	at	a	simulated	
restaurant	
- object	search	and	retrieval	
- voice-based	naviga9on	

Figure 5: Compliant and parallel grippers attached to the
robotic arm.

for powering the arm via the Kobuki base. We developed a
ROS package to control the arm, providing simple listeners
and publishers for controlling individual joints, and enabling
easy integration of external sensors via the Arduino’s analog
and digital pins. Trajectory planning and simulation of the
arm can easily be done using the MoveIt! software package.

6 Cost, Manufacturing, and Assembly
Our low-cost service robot platform is designed to be eas-
ily assembled from a collection of COTS components and
easy-to-manufacture custom parts. All custom parts (i.e., the
touchscreen frame, 3D sensor mount, Hokuyo LIDAR mount,
and DesiArm) are made from either 3D-printed PLA or laser-
cut ABS plastic, which can be fabricated within a few hours
locally or ordered inexpensively from a 3D custom fabrica-
tion company. Given all the parts, the complete service robot
can be assembled within a few hours, requiring only min-
imum mechanical skills. The communications and power
wiring for the robot’s components is given in Figure 6.

The total cost of the complete service robot platform, in-
cluding the DesiArm, is estimated at approximately $4,450
(Table 3). The total cost can be reduced to approximately
$3,450 by eliminating the Hokuyo LIDAR; a low-cost LI-
DAR (e.g., the RoboPeak RPLIDAR) could also be substi-
tuted instead. Further eliminating both the Hokuyo LIDAR
and the DesiArm would bring the cost down to approximately
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Figure 6: Power and communications wiring for the robot.

Figure 7: Prototype service robots designed as variations on
our low-cost platform, developed by students in CIS 700 at
the Univ. of Pennsylvania in Fall 2015. The middle and right
robot also include a belt-driven elevator mechanism to raise
the manipulator along the mast, using a coil spring to offset
the arm’s weight. These robots were used for a variety of
tasks, including waiting tables at a simulated restaurant, ob-
ject search and retrieval, and voice-based navigation.

$2,600. These estimates do not include shipping costs and as-
sume that the TurtleBot 2 will be purchased unassembled.

Table 3: Estimated cost for the service robot platform.

Item Estimated Cost
TurtleBot 2 Robot & Accessories $1,350 USD
Onboard Computer $750 USD
Mast & Touchscreen $350 USD
LIDAR, Speakers, Microphone $1,150 USD
DesiArm $850 USD
Total $4,450 USD

7 Conclusion
The proposed service robot provides a variety of capabili-
ties necessary for a general service robot, while being easy
to manufacture and requiring only a modest budget. Given
the widespread availability of the TurtleBot 2 robot, many re-
searchers and educators already have the foundation for con-
structing this service robot. This platform can easily be ex-
tended to other custom functionality as well, such as incor-
porating a pair of manipulators, or building a linear actuator
into the mast to elevate the arm, as shown in Figure 7. As
service robots become increasingly widespread, the need for
low-cost and easy-to-acquire platforms is essential to ensure
accessible research and education in this growing field.
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